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 The image above is just one example of the devaluation that the show Sex and the City 

demonstrated towards the LGBTQ+ community throughout the span of six seasons it ran from 

1998 to 2004 on HBO. Sex and the City explored active sexuality and the relationships of 

middle-aged women living in New York City, focusing on journalist, Carrie Bradshaw’s 

tumultuous relationship with men.  Now those who support the show may simply express that 

Sex and the City was simply written in a different time period, where society wasn’t as cognizant 

or accepting of the LGBTQ+ community ubiquitously. Truthfully, it’s quite easy to get lost in 

the program’s comedic flare of Kim Cattrall, or the iconic fashion of Sarah Jessica Parker that  
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created the cult following, and brush off the moments where crude homophobic commentary is 

treated as comedy. I know this because I did the same until recently. Sex and the City cultivated 

aspects of my sense of sexual identity and my love of fashion, as it made discussing sex viable 

for me, while attending a private Catholic primary school where this topic was under lock and 

key. However, revisiting Sex and the City recently led me to reassess my perceptions of the 

feminist and active role that these four women undertook on the TV show in sex and 

relationships to a more modern 3rd wave feminist lens that captures the discrimination this show 

presented almost two decades later. While Sex and the City demonstrates women in an active 

role in sexuality, the presentation of homosexual relationships through a heterosexual point of 

view and the ridicule of the sexual spectrum both work to degrade the LGBTQ+ community and 

erase the existence of a narrative from a perspective other than the white, cisgender, and 

heterosexual middle class.  

 The apparent absence of an accurate portrayal of homosexuality in Sex and the City 

can be conglomerated into the presence of a heterosexual lens on the subject. One such is 

example is the relationship between two of the minor characters in the show, Stanford Blatch and 

Anthony Marantino. Stanford is Carrie Bradshaw’s gay comrade who is introduced early on to 

Charlotte’s wedding planner Anthony.  The two hit it off and start dating, and as the show 

periodically checks in on them there seems no apparent change in their relationship resulting 

with them getting married during season six. The problem is yet present in that Stanford and 

Anthony are the only two gay characters in the show and automatically fall for one another. The 

heterosexual misconception that homosexuals must be attracted to all subsets of their sexual 

identity is incorrect and diminishes the complexities of sexuality holistically. Where the main  
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characters, white heterosexual women, are given complex identities and sexual journeys to 

follow, Stanford and Anthony ‘s relationship is depicted simplistically and as static. The 

belittling of homosexual relationships in media platforms such as this fails to appreciate the 

complex and real encounters between homosexuals that are just as important as heterosexual 

ones. In addition to this, a heterosexual lens is evident in the personas of the two gay characters 

in Sex and the City. Stanford and Anthony are both displayed as fashion gurus that live for the 

glitz and glamour of New York City. While not false in some homosexuals’ ideology, this 

perspective homogenizes the diverse community into an archetype commonly portrayed in the 

media of the gay man. Homosexuals do not all like fashion, or dress themselves well, or are to be 

understood as the gay best friend to the main character. When the LGBTQ+ community is 

repetitively expressed in a specific light and through common archetypes by media, our 

understanding as a society becomes limited and these archetypes become normalized and 

accepted rather than the community themselves.  Therefore, when a gay man doesn’t follow the 

common fashion trends or a lesbian woman enjoys fashion or makeup and isn’t “butch”, we 

cannot find parallels to these “diversions” from the homosexuality we are shown by the media. 

The pressure to conform to these stereotypes of homosexuality themselves affect not only the 

individual but culture in general, and all levels from micro to meso social interactions have 

played a role in how homosexuality is to be normalized in only specific mannerisms by society. 

Only by representing homosexual relationships from a true LGBTQ+ lens in media, and more 

often can these demoralizing and innate stereotypes be erased and better shape our cultural 

understanding of sexuality as diverse and unique.  
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 The usage of transphobic and homophobic slurs in Sex and the City establishes a 

degradation of the LGBTQ+ community and further normalizes heterosexuality. The image 

presented above, which sparked my whole investigation into this TV series, was a still taken 

from an episode in season three where SJP’s character Carrie Bradshaw discovers that the man 

she’s currently dating is bisexual, “I’m not even sure bisexuality exists. I think it’s just a layover 

on the way to Gaytown,” (Star, Darren). The girls further accentuate their annoyance at 

bisexuality in the episode claiming that men who are bisexuals end up with men and so do 

women. This results in Carrie ditching her current date at a party and leaving with another man. 

This sad misidentification of bisexuality and the handling of the topic on Sex and the City by the 

creators, allows the writers to abuse sexual identifications other than heterosexuality as quick 

laughs for the audience without considering the minority being generalized. The focus of Sex and 

the City is on white heterosexuals, but when placed in the context of discrimination of 

bisexuality, media forms such as this produces bisexuality as abnormal and makes sexual slurs 

okay to say by the “majority”. Additionally, the misunderstanding of bisexuality by this form of 

media strengthens the idea in the audience’s minds of the dichotomous relationship between 

homosexuality and heterosexuality, failing to represent the realistic spectrum and fluidity of 

sexuality. Therefore, the idea that bisexuality is just a pitstop to being gay/lesbian or merely 

experimentation until one “settles” on a single gender preference becomes perpetuated. Sex and 

the City also utilizes transphobia to produce laughs in an episode from season three, where 

Samantha has moved into her new glamourous apartment on the upper East side, but experiences 

noise from the transgender prostitutes living below. “I’m paying a fortune to live in a 

neighborhood that’s trendy by day and tranny by night,” (Star, Darren). While this small moment  
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is often overlooked by many, the idea of transgendered women being used as pests or being 

portrayed only as prostitutes in the series limits the occupations’ these women can hold, and 

allows the usage of transphobic slurs to be an acceptable manner in referring to the transgender 

community. Both illustrations above exploit the LGBTQ+ community as the scapegoat and brunt 

of jokes because of their differences rather than celebrating them. Media such as this bolsters the 

ideology of heterosexuality and create us vs. them scenarios that attack the minority while 

maintaining that the majority is somehow the one being oppressed. Overall, although a 

heterosexual story maybe being told in media, this doesn’t make it okay to persecute and attack 

other sexualities to uphold the characters’ actions in the show as moralistically sound. 

Furthermore, because LGBTQ+ stories were and still are often not the focal point of TV series 

and movies, LGBTQ+ individuals aren’t offered opportunities to demonstrate their beliefs or 

cultivate acceptance by others when the normal is humiliation or avoidance of the spectrum of 

sexuality by media.  

 Through my analyzation of Sex and the City I’ve discovered the 2nd wave feminist 

view point the series offers is a mere excuse that allows the perpetuation of a heteronormative 

lens of introspection on the LBTQ+ community and acceptance homophobic and transphobic 

slurs. This media platform, while giving women an active role in sexuality instead of the 

tradition passive one they have maintained in binary culture, does not outweigh the many 

misconceptions of the sexual spectrum and unique identities that are erased from the egocentric 

world of Carrie Bradshaw. To stop the spread of heteronormative lens of stories in media, 

LGBTQ+ individuals need to be given active roles in the production and presentation of TV and 

art to the community rather than having their stories being represented through the perspective of  
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the white patriarchy. What is most needed isn’t to defame past failures in media to present 

unique identities and sexualities, but to enforce more representations of the sexual spectrum in 

order to normalize it now.  Overall, we are a repetitive society and operate in cycles. In order, to 

break the normalized heterosexual script, we need to create a new repeated normal of the 

LGBTQ+ community as holding power in the media through movies and TV. Instead of a 

LGBTQ+ tab on Netflix, why can’t movies just have a gay couple, a transgender heroine, and 

intersex athlete, or a bisexual comedian? The more LGBTQ+ stories are told across all forms of 

media, the more we can rewrite the lens that characters are being written and seen through.  
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